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T he future of Britain remains highly uncertain as U.K. Prime Minister T heresa May's withdrawal deal from the
European Union has been shot down by Parliament multiple times and an extension of the country's exit remains
under negotiation.
But while Ms. May and the European Union debate whether the exit will be postponed until June 30 for a longer 12month period, or whether Britain will crash out later this week with no deal, British companies across the board are
bracing for the worst and making contingency plans to be prepared for a hard Brexit.
Real impact for the industry
T he luxury fashion and retail industries, which rely heavily on imports and exports from Europe and also on the
recruitment of talent from across the continent, are among the sectors that have been hit the hardest by the unstable
political situation.
According to Walpole, the sector body for Britain's luxury industry, a no-deal Brexit could cost Britain's luxury goods
industry up to 6.8 billion pounds per year.
U.K. luxury exports to both the European Union and to Asia-Pacific would be dramatically reduced due to
"detrimental changes to market access," said Walpole, citing delays at borders, higher tariffs and additional
compliance costs, as some of the issues that would take a bit out of export gains.
London designers, who have always been celebrated for their niche, experimental take on fashion and mostly
operate small-scale businesses, have already been feeling the detrimental effects of the looming Brexit, with the
weakened pound increasing their production costs in Europe.
T his is particularly dangerous for smaller businesses, which already have limited cash flow and have long been
struggling to keep up with the demands of the fast-paced fashion calendar and retail deliveries.
"With an industry that is predominantly small- and medium-size enterprises, we would struggle to cope with the trade

realities that a no-deal Brexit would bring," the British Fashion Council said in a statement, also urging the
government to back a second public vote on the final Brexit deal.
Burberry takes a hit
But even Britain's luxury behemoth, Burberry, has been open about the dangerous implication of a no-deal or hard
Brexit.
T he company reported a small dip in third-quarter retail sales to 711 million pounds and said that if the government
does not iron out a trade deal with the E.U., this would incur "operational complexities for the supply chain" and
additional import duties on "the low tens of millions of pounds" every year.
"We still remain hopeful that Britain will have the closest possible relationship with the E.U. after Brexit," said Julie
Brown, Burberry's chief operating and financial officer.
"A no-deal would be bad news for Burberry, but we would manage, and we continue to model for different Brexit
scenarios," she added, pointing to a series of "mitigation actions" like allocating more inventory in other markets.
Brexit-proofing
Stockpiling and setting up new manufacturing businesses in Europe have been growing trends amongst luxury
brands across apparel and beauty, looking to dodge post-Brexit tariffs.
Designer Katherine Hamnett has said that she "Brexit-proofed" her brand by setting up a production, logistics and
distribution hub in T reviso, Italy, as did cosmetics retailer Lush and T he Hut Group, a British tech company focused
on beauty and wellbeing.
In this case, Britain's loss could be Europe's gain.
T here is also another opportunity to consider in this unstable climate: For international brands, the weakened pound
and reduced rent costs could offer an incentive to enter the U.K. retail market.
Despite the Brexit dilemma which has naturally weakened consumer confidence and retail footfalls this year, luxury
brands still unanimously value the London market as a key international hub that draws Asian, Middle Eastern,
Russian and U.S. luxury customers with big spending power.
So no matter what happens with Brexit, big luxury players will want to keep their presence in London.
Case in point: Bond Street, London's main luxury shopping thoroughfare, has been bursting with new openings and
store refurbishments, despite the chaotic political situation unfolding in Westminster.
Cartier has debuted a new store concept in January. Down the road, Stella McCartney and Givenchy opened their
new boutiques. Japanese jeweler T asaki picked Bond Street for the company's first European location, while Dior
and Louis Vuitton are also planning major store refurbishments on the street.
Similarly in Kensington, there are plans for two new luxury hotel openings on Sloane Street, as well as new stores by
the likes of Balenciaga, Fendi, Versace and Armani.
"Short-term we have no idea what's going to happen, but in the long term I feel comfortable that this will remain an
interesting worldwide capital that Cartier will be a part of," said Cartier managing director Laurent Feniou, adding
that the company continues to invest in the British capital and plans refurbishments of its Selfridges space, as well
as an array of events and a high jewelry presentation.
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